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Key Takeaways 

► A border adjustment works by applying a tax on imports and a rebate on exports. In principle, 
economywide border adjustments are trade-neutral. They neither encourage nor discourage imports or 
exports. 

► An important component of a carbon tax is a border adjustment. It helps in preventing carbon emission 
leakage and preserving U.S. manufacturers’ competitiveness against foreign manufacturers. 

► In designing a carbon-tax border adjustment, a wide range of issues need to be considered. This paper 
focuses on three important issues: first, which industries and products would be eligible for the border 
adjustment; second, the magnitude of the border adjustment; third, whether the origin or destination of a 
good needs to be considered. 

► A border adjustment mechanism that would credit foreign carbon-pricing systems would be problematic on 
legal, administrative, and economic grounds.  

► The carbon tax bills introduced in the first session of the 116th Congress include border adjustments of 
some kind, but adopt very different models of border adjustment. 
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Introduction 

Economists generally agree that a well-designed carbon tax is an effective and promising way to 
reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions that cause climate change,1 and U.S. policymakers and 
advocates have offered a number of carbon tax bills and proposals over the last few years.  

An important component of a carbon tax is a border adjustment. A border adjustment would 
apply the carbon tax to the carbon content of imported goods and exclude exports from the carbon 
tax via a rebate. There is a consensus among most experts that border adjustments should be part 
of a carbon tax, but little agreement on how such a border adjustment should be designed. 
Legislators will need to consider a wide range of complex design issues. Developing a consensus 
about the goals of a border adjustment mechanism will help focus the design of border 
adjustments.  

This paper reviews the principal design choices policymakers would face when establishing a 
border adjustment for a carbon tax, and the implications of different design choices. It also 
provides a high-level overview of border adjustments proposed in the carbon tax bills pending in 
the U.S. Congress.   

Overview of a Border Adjustment 

Border adjustments are widely used throughout the world in several taxes, most commonly value-
added taxes (VATs). Although border adjustments apply a tax to imports and rebate tax on 
exports, they are, in principle, trade-neutral. As long as the export rebate and import tax are at 
equal rates to the domestic tax, the border adjustment does not encourage or discourage trade.2 
A border-adjusted carbon tax would eliminate the incentive for companies to shift carbon-
intensive production from a jurisdiction with a carbon tax to a jurisdiction without a carbon tax. 
In common parlance, a border adjustment protects the competitiveness of exporters seeking to 
sell in foreign markets and levels the playing field for domestic producers competing with foreign 
imports that otherwise face no carbon tax. 

 

 

 

 
1 Marron, Donald B., and Eric J. Toder. (May 2014) "Tax Policy Issues in Designing a Carbon Tax." American Economic Review, 104 (5): 563-68. 
https://www.aeaweb.org/articles?id=10.1257/aer.104.5.563 
2 Auerbach, Alan J. (December, 2016) “The Role of Border Adjustments in International Taxation.” 
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~auerbach/The%20Role%20of%20Border%20Adjustments%20in%20International%20Taxation%2012-2-16-1.pdf 
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What is border adjustment? 

A border adjustment is a mechanism that ensures that consumers of a good or service pay the 
same tax regardless of whether the good or service is imported or produced locally. A border 
adjustment works by applying a tax to imports and a rebate on exports. Imported goods are for 
domestic consumption, so they are taxed. Exported goods are for foreign consumption, so they 
are not taxed, hence receiving rebates.  

Border adjustment is widely utilized throughout the world. The most common example of a 
border adjustment is that used in value-added taxes. A VAT, like a retail sales tax, is a tax on 
goods and services purchased by consumers. However, in contrast to a retail sales tax, it is paid 
in stages by producers along the production process. Each producer’s VAT liability is equal to 
their sales times the VAT rate minus any VAT previously paid on the inputs to production.  

The VAT, used by all developed countries except the United States, is border-adjusted.3 As such, 
imports are taxed at the VAT rate as they enter a country and any VAT applied to a good that is 
ultimately exported is rebated to the exporter at the border.  

Although the United States does not have a VAT, states and localities levy a similar consumption 
tax: retail sales taxes, which are implicitly border-adjusted.4 For example, goods produced in 
Maine are not subject to the state’s sales tax if they are purchased in Ohio. Instead, they are 
subject to Ohio’s sales tax. Likewise, goods produced in Ohio but consumed in Maine are 
exempted from Ohio’s sales tax, but face Maine’s sales tax.  

A border adjustment for state-level tax and federal-level tax are equivalent concepts. Goods are 
taxed based on where they are consumed, rather than when they are produced. Additionally, the 
United States adjusts some federal excise taxes at the border, such as the alcohol tax.5  

In principle, economywide border adjustments are trade-neutral. They neither encourage nor 
discourage imports or exports. The goal of border adjustments is to equalize the tax burden on 
imported goods and domestically produced goods, as they are both consumed within the same 
jurisdiction.6 Maine’s sales tax applies to imports, but exempts its own exports from sales 
taxation. However, this does not imply a trade advantage for Maine products. This is because a 
pair of shoes exported from Maine and sold in Ohio will face the same 5.75 percent sales tax as 
a pair of shoes manufactured and sold in Ohio.  

 
3 Gale, William. “A quick guide to the ‘border adjustment’ tax.” (February 2017) https://www.brookings.edu/opinions/a-quick-guide-to-the-border-
adjustments-tax/ 
4 Ibid. 
5 Alcohol and Tobacco Tax and Trade Bureau. “Importing Bottled Alcohol Beverages into the United States.” https://www.ttb.gov/itd/importing-
bottled-alcohol-beverages-into-the-united-states 
6 Auerbach, Alan J. (December, 2016) “The Role of Border Adjustments in International Taxation.” 
https://eml.berkeley.edu/~auerbach/The%20Role%20of%20Border%20Adjustments%20in%20International%20Taxation%2012-2-16-1.pdf 
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Why is border adjustment important for a carbon tax? 

The goal of a border adjustment under a carbon tax is similar to that of a border adjustment under a VAT. 
It is to ensure imported goods are subject to the tax and exported goods are exempted from the tax. Border 
adjustment under a carbon tax should be considered a tax policy that equalizes the tax burden on imported 
goods and domestically produced goods.  

If the U.S. were to enact a carbon tax without a border adjustment mechanism, companies would have an 
incentive to shift their production overseas to countries with less stringent carbon pricing policies. This 
would run counter to the goal of cutting global carbon emissions, because instead of generating carbon 
emissions in the U.S., these companies would just shift their emissions somewhere else.  

There are thus at least two major reasons to include a border adjustment mechanism in a carbon tax: 
preventing the carbon leakage described above and preserving U.S. manufacturers’ competitiveness against 
foreign manufacturers. These two reasons are, however, related. Subjecting imported goods to the U.S. 
carbon tax means that all goods consumed in the United States would face the same tax. Meanwhile, 
rebating carbon tax on exports means that producers in the United States would face no competitive 
disadvantage in foreign markets. In both cases, border adjustment would eliminate the incentive for 
companies to shift their production overseas.  

A paper by Joseph Aldy, based on work by the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum, gives an idea of the 
magnitude of potential carbon leakage for scenarios in which carbon pricing policies don’t have border 
adjustments. Aldy is a professor at Harvard University focusing on climate change policy and energy policy. 
Carbon leakage can be measured as the ratio of the increase in foreign emissions to the reduction in domestic 
emissions caused by a given change in policy. For 12 models reviewed by Aldy, emissions leakage rates 
range from 5 percent to 19 percent, with an average of 12 percent.7 

Adele Morris, a senior fellow at the Brookings Institution, reviews several research studies on the potential 
emissions leakage from a U.S. carbon price and concludes that emission leakage is likely to be small 
compared to total U.S. emissions reductions. She argues that the primary goal of a border adjustment under 
a carbon tax is to “address the economic and political concerns of the most vulnerable industries, not to 
prevent emissions leakage.”8 However, as explained above, these two goals are related.  

Designing a Border Adjustment for a Carbon Tax 

In contrast to a VAT, a carbon tax is somewhat challenging to apply to imports and to rebate on exports. 
This is due to the difficulty of evaluating the carbon emissions associated with a product. Unlike sale prices 
of products that are used in calculating a VAT, carbon emissions are not readily observable. Sophisticated 
and reliable methods need to be developed to measure the carbon emissions associated with products.  

 
7 Aldy, Joseph E. “Frameworks for Evaluating Policy Approaches to Address the Competitiveness Concerns of Mitigating Greenhouse Gas Emissions.” 
(February 2016) https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-DP-16-06.pdf 
8 Morris, Adele. “Making Border Carbon Adjustments Work in Law and Practice.” (July 2018) https://www.brookings.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/07/TPC_20180726_Morris-Making-Border-Carbon-Adjustments-Work.pdf 
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In designing a carbon-tax border adjustment, three important issues need to be considered. First, 
eligibility,9 or which industries and products would be subject to the border adjustment. Second, the 
magnitude of the border adjustment,10 or how much tax should apply to imports and how much tax should 
be rebated at the border for a particular product. Third, whether policymakers need to consider the origin 
or destination of a good when applying import taxes or export rebates.  

Border adjustment eligibility 

From the perspective of administrative burden and cost, it’s relatively straightforward to 
implement border adjustments on VAT, since the regulator only needs to know the sale prices of 
a given product. A levy on an import and a rebate on an export would simply be the sales price 
multiplied with the tax rate. However, to border-adjust products under a carbon tax, the regulator 
needs to determine the carbon emissions associated with imported and exported goods, which is 
a more complex and time-consuming task than merely collecting data on products’ sale prices. 

Ideally, a border adjustment should cover a broad base of goods based on the carbon emissions associated 
with producing the goods. However, this may prove to be too administratively challenging. Therefore, to 
ease administrative burden and cost, lawmakers might design a border adjustment to only apply to a select 
list of goods that meet specific criteria.  

Lawmakers could identify a list of goods that account for most of the emissions in the economy. Existing 
carbon tax proposals have included different screening criteria, such as using a threshold to screen goods 
or specifying eligible goods. Some examples of threshold criteria in existing proposals are screening for 
goods with at least a certain level of GHG intensity11 or energy intensity of production.12 The goal is to 
target the goods that contribute the most to carbon emissions in the economy, which aligns with the 
environmental purpose of the carbon tax. Typically, policymakers would adopt the same screening 
criteria for both exported and imported goods. 

However, setting an emissions threshold for goods to be eligible for border adjustment could potentially 
create an incentive for exporters to game the mechanism. An exporter would have incentive to increase 
their carbon emissions on the margin to be eligible for an export rebate. To prevent this gaming behavior, 
policymakers could look at a firm’s average carbon emissions across all its domestic production instead 
of just looking at the production of exported goods.13   

There might also be potential issues with using energy intensity as an eligibility criterion. An 
energy-intensive product is not necessarily greenhouse-gas-intensive. If an imported energy-
intensive product uses hydropower as its energy source, it would be subject to import tax despite 
having relatively low carbon emissions compared to combustion of fossil fuels. A carbon-

 
9 Ibid. 
10 Ibid. 
11 Stemming Warming and Augmenting Pay Act of 2019, H.R. 4058. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in House July 25, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr4058/BILLS-116hr4058ih.pdf 
12 American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act of 2019, S. 1128. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in Senate April 10, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/s1128/BILLS-116s1128is.pdf 
13 Morris, Adele. “Making Border Carbon Adjustments Work in Law and Practice.” (July 2018) https://www.brookings.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/07/TPC_20180726_Morris-Making-Border-Carbon-Adjustments-Work.pdf 
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intensive good also does not have to be energy-intensive. Besides fuel combustion, a chemical 
process could also generate a significant amount of greenhouse gas.14 

How to set the magnitude of border adjustment 

Once policymakers determine which industries or goods are eligible for border adjustment, they need to 
design the methodology to calculate the magnitude of border adjustment applied on imported and 
exported goods. The magnitude of the tax is equal to the rate times the carbon content.  

Exported goods 

In a VAT, a credit-invoice method is widely used by countries to collect taxes. The Tax Policy Center has 
a clear explanation of how this works: “All sales by businesses are taxable, but sellers pass invoices on to 
the VAT-registered business taxpayers who purchase the sellers’ goods and services. These purchasers, in 
turn, claim a credit for taxes paid but then pay VAT on the full value of their sales.”15 Once a good gets to 
the border for export, the government knows how much to rebate because that information is on the 
invoice the exporter received from its domestic supplier. 

This same mechanism could be used to administer the export rebate in a carbon tax. Brian Flannery and 
colleagues proposes a framework that is analogous to the credit-invoice method used in VAT. The 
framework is designed to measure the cumulative GHG emissions from suppliers to manufacturers. It has 
two key elements: first, track the cumulative GHG emissions from all inputs and add those to the firm’s 
emissions from all its domestic facilities; second, apportion across the firm’s product portfolio and assign 
emissions to a specific product.16 Once a good is at the border for export, there is sufficient information 
for how much of the good was subject to a carbon tax in the production process. The rebate can be 
applied based on that information. 

According to the framework, to track the cumulative carbon emissions across the supply chain, existing 
voluntary reporting guidelines used by energy-intensive and trade-exposed (EITE) industries can be 
leveraged. The framework does not require examining each step in the production process. The first few 
production steps usually account for most of the GHG emissions in the entire production process for 
manufacturing EITE products. Once these energy-intensive steps are accounted for, the remaining 
production steps can apply simple rules such as “based on the carbon content of the processed fuel” or 
“average emissions per unit weight of precursors incorporated in the final product.” The framework 
suggests that firms, trade associations, and regulators need to work together to develop appropriate 
guidelines for allocating emissions to certain products, especially for some facilities that manufacture 
multiple products using different technologies and processes.17 

While some exported goods and their inputs are produced entirely domestically, some exported goods use 
inputs that are imported from other countries. If an exported product uses imported inputs, those imported 

 
14 Ibid. 
15 Tax Policy Center’s Briefing Book, “How would a VAT be collected?” https://www.taxpolicycenter.org/briefing-book/how-would-vat-be-collected 
16 Flannery, Brian et. al. “Framework Proposal for a U.S. Upstream Greenhouse Gas Tax with WTO-Compliant Border Adjustments.” (October 2018) 
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Flannery-Mares-Framework-rev.pdf 
17 Ibid.  
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inputs would have faced border adjustment at import. In other words, the products that go into the final 
exported good as inputs would have been taxed as if they were produced domestically and have receipts 
from the border adjustment. The question then becomes how the carbon content of imported goods should 
be accounted. That is the subject of the next section.  

Imported goods 

It’s pretty straightforward to determine the carbon emissions of exported goods that are produced entirely 
domestically. But it’s not as obvious for imported products. One option would be to apply the same 
methodology used in calculating domestic products’ carbon emissions to imported products, which would 
require a significant amount of work by foreign governments and manufacturers to track cumulative 
emissions along the supply chain. This could potentially cause fraud issues in which foreign governments 
or companies underreport their emissions numbers. It would also be a heavy administrative burden for the 
U.S. government to manage and validate data provided by importers. Moreover, in some cases emissions 
data might not be available for a specific company or manufacturing facility, which makes 
implementation of the tax difficult.   

Alternatively, the U.S. government could tax imported products based on a “like” product approach. This 
approach would levy a tax on an imported product that is equivalent to the carbon tax on a “like” 
domestically manufactured product. Jennifer Hillman, previously a member of the WTO’s Appellate 
Body, argues that the safest option from a WTO law perspective would be to “assume that the carbon 
content of the imported product is equal to the carbon content of the like product produced by the 
‘predominant method of production’ or even the ‘best available technology’ in the United States.”18 

In this way, administratively, the Treasury only needs to find a credible way to “match” an imported 
product with a “like” domestically manufactured product, and apply the same methodology to the 
imported product to determine its associated emissions as if it were produced here in the U.S. Not only 
would this approach significantly decrease the administrative burden and cost, it would also reduce the 
risks of violating the applicable WTO rules.  

There are implications to a “like” product approach. If a country has higher carbon emissions associated 
with producing a product than the “like” product in the United States, this approach would underestimate 
the actual carbon emissions with the imported product. However, as discussed above, it would be 
administratively burdensome to account for imported products’ carbon emissions accurately.  

If a country has lower carbon emission associated with producing a product than the “like” product in the 
United States, a government agency would be needed to investigate and rule on foreign companies’ 
disputes on import taxes. Since the Department of Commerce has experience in enforcing antidumping 
and countervailing duties, it has the capabilities to establish an entity to deal with petitions from foreign 
companies if they can demonstrate that their products are associated with lower carbon emissions than 
they are charged for in the imports levy.  

 
18 Hillman, Jennifer. “Changing Climate for Carbon Taxes” (2013) 
http://americanactionforum.aaf.rededge.com/uploads/files/research/1374767060Hillman_CarbonTaxes_Jun13_web.pdf 
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Consideration of a good’s origin or destination  
Whether the import tax assessed under border adjustment should vary depending on the origin of a good 
is a question policymaker should evaluate on three grounds: legal, administrative, and economic.  

From the legal perspective, it is important that a border-adjusted carbon tax comply with WTO rules. The 
literature generally agrees that it’s challenging but nonetheless possible to design a carbon tax policy that 
would be permissible under the WTO rules. An in-depth analysis of the WTO rules is not included in this 
paper, but should be an important topic to address in further research.  

The WTO agreements that are applicable to a border adjustment mechanism are different for imports and 
exports. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) restricts the ways in which WTO members 
impose taxes on imported goods, and prohibits discrimination among member countries through the most 
favored nation (MFN) clause. The Subsidies and Countervailing Measures (SCM) agreement prohibits 
countries from giving subsidies to exported goods.19 However, both these agreements have exceptions 
that allow countries to border-adjust imports and exports based on where products are consumed rather 
than produced.20 

Should the origin of a good be considered when applying the import tax? 

Scholars and researchers disagree on whether a border adjustment should consider the origin of a good 
when applying the import tax. The primary disagreement is how climate policies, or the lack thereof, in 
foreign countries should be counted when goods are imported. Some argue that all imports should be 
border adjusted at the same rate as the domestic carbon tax rate, while others argue that the rate for 
imported goods can be adjusted based on the carbon pricing policies in the jurisdiction of origin.  

Those who are in favor of adjusting the import tax based on the origin of the imported good see this as 
potential leverage in diplomatic engagement. They believe that granting other countries with domestic 
carbon pricing policies exemptions or partial reduction of the import charges (assuming the policy can 
survive the WTO rules) can pressure trading partners to enact carbon policies to keep up with the United 
States’ carbon pricing ambitions.21 Additionally, if an importer already pays for a carbon tax in the origin 
country of production, then it's not necessary for the importer to incur the full amount of the U.S. import 
tax. Such an importer might only need to pay for any difference between the origin country’s and the U.S. 
carbon price, if the origin country’s carbon price was less than that of the United States.  

While it may be a well-intentioned effort to incentivize other countries to establish carbon tax policies to 
keep up with the U.S. carbon tax level, establishing a border adjustment mechanism with differentiated 
treatment for different countries is problematic on legal, administrative, and economic grounds.  

 
19 Trachtman, Joel. “WTO Law Constraints on Border Tax Adjustment and Tax Credit Mechanisms to Reduce the Competitive Effects of Carbon 
Taxes.” (January 2016) https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-DP-16-03.pdf 
20 Flannery, Brian et. al. “Framework Proposal for a U.S. Upstream Greenhouse Gas Tax with WTO-Compliant Border Adjustments.” (October 2018) 
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Flannery-Mares-Framework-rev.pdf 
21 Morris, Adele. “Making Border Carbon Adjustments Work in Law and Practice.” (July 2018) https://www.brookings.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/07/TPC_20180726_Morris-Making-Border-Carbon-Adjustments-Work.pdf 
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From a legal perspective, it could violate WTO’s MFN treatment. Levying a reduced amount or even 
waiving the import levy on some countries while charging a full amount to other countries could be 
considered as discrimination based on country origins.22  

In terms of practicality of administration, it would be extremely complex and difficult to determine other 
countries’ domestic carbon pricing, especially if a country’s carbon policies consist of a combination of a 
carbon tax or a cap-and-trade program, subsidies, and regulations. Even if carbon prices in other countries 
can be determined, more resources would still be needed to update the prices on a regular basis. 
Additionally, it would be almost impossible for the U.S. government to deter evasive trans-shipping 
behaviors. If the U.S. determined that imported goods from certain eligible countries are exempted 
partially or fully from the import tax, then importers would have an incentive to ship their products to the 
exempted countries, and then transport the products to the U.S. from there to avoid the import tax.  

From an economic standpoint, one issue that is often overlooked is that if the U.S. decided to modify its 
border adjustments to accommodate other countries’ domestic carbon tax policies, then foreign 
governments would have incentives to max out their carbon tax rate to collect revenue that could have 
been collected by the U.S. government.  

Considering the challenges discussed above, some have proposed implementing a carbon border 
adjustment mechanism that does not recognize other countries’ carbon policies. The carbon tax proposal 
from Flannery et al. proposes a border adjustment approach that “does not take account of GHG policies, 
regulations and costs already imposed in the exporting nation” and applies “equally to all nations.”23 The 
authors believe that this approach is not only WTO compliant, but also helps cut all the administrative 
costs associated with calculating foreign countries’ carbon cost. Under this proposed framework, the U.S. 
government would be able to collect import tax revenue to the full extent designated by the policy, 
without potentially losing revenue to foreign governments. Moreover, if the U.S. did implement the 
border adjustments disregarding other countries’ carbon policies, then other countries that have domestic 
carbon pricing policies would have incentives to rebate the carbon tax/fee to their exporters selling to the 
U.S. market to preserve their competitiveness.24  

Jennifer Hillman argues that if the U.S. decided to take into consideration foreign countries’ carbon 
policies, then it would need to defend its decision under the General Exceptions provisions in Article XX 
of the GATT.25 This article grants exceptions to measures “necessary to protect human, animal or plant 
life or health or “relating to the conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures are made 
effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic production or consumption.”26 

 

 
22 Hillman, Jennifer. “Changing Climate for Carbon Taxes” (2013) 
http://americanactionforum.aaf.rededge.com/uploads/files/research/1374767060Hillman_CarbonTaxes_Jun13_web.pdf 
23 Flannery, Brian et. al. “Framework Proposal for a U.S. Upstream Greenhouse Gas Tax with WTO-Compliant Border Adjustments.” (October 2018) 
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Flannery-Mares-Framework-rev.pdf 
24 Hillman, Jennifer. “Changing Climate for Carbon Taxes” (2013), 
http://americanactionforum.aaf.rededge.com/uploads/files/research/1374767060Hillman_CarbonTaxes_Jun13_web.pdf 
25 Ibid.  
26 GATT Article XX:2, p. 562 https://www.wto.org/english/res_e/booksp_e/gatt_ai_e/art20_e.pdf 
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Should the destination of a good be considered when applying the export rebate? 

Although the WTO’s SCM agreement prohibits providing subsidies for exports, footnote 1 to the 
agreement notes that “the exemption of an exported product from duties or taxes borne by the like product 
when destined for domestic consumption, or the remission of such duties or taxes in amounts not in 
excess of those which have accrued, shall not be deemed to be a subsidy.”27 Therefore, it is crucial to 
construct a transparent and clearly defined methodology to calculate the rebates on exports to make sure 
they don’t exceed the tax liability incurred by domestic products.  

As with a varying levy on imports, treating exports to different destinations differently to account for 
destination countries’ carbon tax policies would likely violate the MFN provision contained in Article I of 
GATT. Again, there are arguments that certain articles in the WTO rules could be used to defend 
differential treatment based on the country of destination in an export rebate.28  

In addition to the legal constraints, applying the export rebate to countries differently based on their 
domestic carbon prices would encounter similar administrative challenges as described in the analysis 
above on imports.  

Administration of a border adjustment for a carbon tax 

If a carbon tax policy with a border adjustment mechanism was passed in the U.S., it would take more 
than the Treasury Department to implement it. It’s important to coordinate different federal agencies to 
administer the policy effectively and efficiently. Treasury is specialized at collecting taxes and managing 
large amounts of financial flows; the Environmental Protection Agency already has programs in place to 
collect facility-level GHG emissions data; and U.S. Customs and Border Protections collects tariffs.29 

 

Review of Existing Carbon Tax Legislation 

Eight carbon tax bills were introduced in Congress in 2019. Seven included some form of border 
adjustment.30 Table 1 reviews five of the bills and provides a high-level overview of the border 
adjustments they propose.31 The proposal by Flannery et al. is included in the comparison because 
they have created the most specific framework for tracking carbon emissions through the supply 
chain.32 

 
27 SCM, Article I, p. 229 https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/24-scm.pdf 
28 Trachtman, Joel. “WTO Law Constraints on Border Tax Adjustment and Tax Credit Mechanisms to Reduce the Competitive Effects of Carbon Taxes.” 
(January 2016) https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-DP-16-03.pdf 
29 Morris, Adele. “Making Border Carbon Adjustments Work in Law and Practice.” (July 2018) https://www.brookings.edu/wp-
content/uploads/2018/07/TPC_20180726_Morris-Making-Border-Carbon-Adjustments-Work.pdf 
30 The Carbon Reduction and Tax Credit Act sponsored by Rep. Sean Maloney (D-NY) did not cover border adjustments. 
31 This section excludes the Climate Action Rebate Act because its border adjustment language is very similar to that in the Energy Innovation and Carbon 
Dividend Act. The Market Choice Act of 2019 is also excluded because its border adjustment provisions are almost identical to those in the Stemming 
Warming and Augmenting Pay Act. 
32 Flannery, Brian et al. “Framework Proposal for a U.S. Upstream Greenhouse Gas Tax with WTO-Compliant Border Adjustments.” (October 2018) 
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Flannery-Mares-Framework-rev.pdf 
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There has been a consensus among existing carbon tax proposals that border adjustments should 
be part of a carbon tax, but little agreement on how such a border adjustment should be designed. 
More research and discussion are required for policymakers to reach a consensus on how a border 
adjustment mechanism should be designed.  

Different eligibility criteria are used in these proposals to screen goods for border adjustments, 
including carbon intensity, energy intensity, and industry classification. Carbon intensity is used 
in three of the six proposals.  

Most of the proposals do not provide a credit for foreign carbon pricing, but the Energy 
Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act and the American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act both 
propose accommodating foreign countries’ carbon pricing when determining the border 
adjustment magnitude.  

The Flannery et al. framework is the only proposal that provides a methodology for tracking 
carbon emissions through the supply chain at the product level. Other proposals use production 
emission analysis or increased cost analysis to determine carbon emissions associated with 
products.  

Table 1: Summary of Border Adjustment Provisions in Carbon Tax Bills or Proposals  

Bill or 
Proposal 

Goods Assessment 

Eligibility Criteria 
Specified 
Examples  

Foreign Credit 
Carbon 

Accounting  

Energy 
Innovation 
and Carbon 
Dividend 
Act,  
H.R.76333 

Specified 
products34 

Fossil fuels; 
carbon-intensive  

products, e.g. iron, 
steel, aluminum, 

etc.  

Provides a credit for 
foreign carbon prices 

Full fuel 
cycle/production 
emission analysis 

American 
Opportunity 
Carbon Fee 
Act, 
S. 112835 

Energy intensity36 N/A 
Provides a credit for 
foreign carbon prices 

Not specified37 

 
33 Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act of 2019, HR 763. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in House January 24, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr763/BILLS-116hr763ih.pdf 
34 The Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act gives the Secretary of the Treasury authority to develop rules to identify carbon-intensive products. 
35 American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act of 2019, S 1128. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in Senate April 10, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/s1128/BILLS-116s1128is.pdf 
36 The American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act relies on the energy intensity metric to evaluate whether a good is eligible for border adjustment. If five 
percent or more of the production cost of a good is attributable to energy, according to the bill, the good would be eligible. However, the bill does not specify 
what types of energy can be accounted for in the energy intensity calculation. Further details would be required to determine which goods are eligible for 
border adjustments under the American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act. 
37 According to the American Opportunity Carbon Fee Act, it’s the Secretary of the Treasury’s responsibility to identify the major sources and total 
amount of carbon dioxide-equivalent emissions 
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Stemming 
Warming 
and 
Augmenting 
Pay Act, 
H.R. 405838 

GHG intensity 
& trade intensity39 

N/A 
Does not provide a 
credit for foreign 

carbon prices 

An increase in 
production cost due 

to the carbon tax 

Raise 
Wages, Cut 
Carbon Act, 
H.R. 396640 

Industry 
classification41 

N/A 
Does not provide a 
credit for foreign 

carbon price 

Production emission 
analysis42 

America 
Wins Act, 
H.R. 414243 

Specified 
products44 

Carbon-intensive  
products, e.g., iron, 

steel, aluminum, 
etc. 

Does not provide a 
credit for foreign 

carbon prices 
Not specified45 

Flannery et 
al.46 

Specified NAICS 
manufacturing 

industries47 

Electricity, fossil 
fuels 

Does not provide a 
credit for foreign 

carbon prices 

Product-level 
tracking 

 

 

 

 

 
38 Stemming Warming and Augmenting Pay Act of 2019, HR 4058. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in House July 25, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr4058/BILLS-116hr4058ih.pdf 
39 Under the Stemming Warming and Augmenting Pay Act, any industry that has a greenhouse gas intensity equal to or higher than 5 percent and trade 
intensity equal to or higher than 15 percent is subject to border adjustments. 
40 Raise Wages, Cut Carbon Act of 2019, HR 3966. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in House July 25, 2019. 
https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr3966/BILLS-116hr3966ih.pdf 
41 According to the Raise Wages, Cut Carbon Act, eligible imported goods are like articles in one of the industries determined by EPA’s Administrator 
to account for 95 percent of the taxable carbon substances used in the United States; eligible exported goods are any taxable carbon substance for export 
or for resale by the purchaser to a second purchaser for export. 
42 According to the proposal, it refers to the lesser of the taxable carbon substances used in production or carbon dioxide emissions from the production 
process. 
43 America Wins Act, HR 4142. 116th Congress, 1st Session. Introduced in House August 2, 2019. https://www.congress.gov/116/bills/hr4142/BILLS-
116hr4142ih.pdf 
44 The America Wins Act gives the Secretary of the Treasury power to determine whether other goods are eligible for border adjustments on a case-by-case 
basis, though it does not specify how to evaluate whether a product’s direct or indirect emissions are comparable to those of carbon-intensive products it 
identifies. 
45 According to the America Wins Act, the Secretary of the Treasury is to determine the taxable carbon substance. 
46 Flannery, Brian et. al. “Framework Proposal for a U.S. Upstream Greenhouse Gas Tax with WTO-Compliant Border Adjustments.” (October 2018) 
https://media.rff.org/documents/RFF-Rpt-Flannery-Mares-Framework-rev.pdf 
47 The Flannery et al. framework specifies the 46 North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) sectors that were determined to be presumptively 
eligible under H.R. 2454 (2009) as well as Oil & Gas Production, Petroleum Refining, Coal Production and Electricity as eligible sectors for border 
adjustments. 
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Recommendations and Future Research Questions 

► A border adjustment under a carbon tax should cover a broad base of goods based on the carbon emissions 
associated with producing the products, while many current proposals limit the goods eligible for 
adjustment to emissions-intensive primary products. Whether the administrative costs of border-adjusting a 
broad base of products, including primary and finished products, would be reasonable is an important topic 
for future research.  

► A “like” product approach — where imported goods are assigned a carbon tax based on the carbon intensity 
of locally produced goods in the United States — can be used in administering import taxes to ease 
administrative burdens and comply with the WTO rules.   

► A government agency needs to be designated to investigate and rule on foreign companies’ disputes on 
import taxes in cases where foreign companies have lower emissions associated with their products than 
“like” products in the United States.  

► A mechanism like the credit-invoice method used in a value-added tax could be developed to track 
cumulative carbon emissions along the supply chain to determine emissions associated with manufacturing 
a certain product at the firm level. An in-depth analysis of how to make such a mechanism economically 
and administratively feasible needs to be conducted in future research.   

► Border adjustment should not vary to accommodate other countries’ domestic carbon pricing policies. This 
would ensure that border adjustment is compliant with the MFN clause in WTO rules and administratively 
feasible. Future research needs to look into what would be effective mechanisms to incentivize global 
collaboration on climate mitigation efforts.  

Conclusion 

Border adjustments are widely used throughout the world in a number of taxes, most commonly 
the value-added tax. The goal of border adjustments is to equalize the tax burden on imported 
goods and domestically produced goods, as they are both consumed within the same jurisdiction.  

A border adjustment for a carbon tax works by applying a tax to imports and rebate on exports. 
It helps in preventing carbon emission leakage and preserving U.S. manufacturers’ 
competitiveness against foreign manufacturers. 

In designing a carbon-tax border adjustment, three important issues need to be considered: first, 
what industries and products would be eligible for the border adjustment; second, the magnitude 
of the border adjustment; third, whether policymakers need to consider the origin or destination 
of a good when applying import taxes or export rebates. Administration of a border adjustment 
for a carbon tax is also important and will be addressed in a follow-on research paper.  
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